
Find your true color Vista B RICs

Products are not shown at actual size.

Vista B hearing aids automatically 
adjust to your listening environment, 

enhancing the sounds you want to hear 
while minimizing background noise.

Platinum
(P6)

Pewter
(P7)

Espresso
(P4)

Sand
(R8)

Colors shown on the Vista B-R style are also available on all 
Vista B behind-the-ear and receiver-in-the-ear styles. 

Vista B-R shown at actual size.

Hear ing A ids

028-6628-03/v2.00/2022-09/dr

Available in a variety of styles.

Each rechargeable product comes with  
a convenient charging case.

Vista B hearing aids have been 
designed for wearing comfort  

and ease of use.

Sonova AG
Laubisrütistrasse 28
CH-8712 Stäfa
Switzerland

*Available for Vista B-312 Dir and Vista B-10 IIC styles only.

In-the-ear colors

Behind-the-ear and receiver-in-canal colors

Beige
(26)

Tan
(14)

Cocoa
(22)

Brown
(28)

Black
(06)*

Vista B-R
is our smallest rechargeable  

with direct connectivity  
(charging case included)

Vista B-RT
is rechargeable with telecoil  

and direct connectivity  
(charging case included)

Vista B-312
is our smallest RIC with direct 

connectivity and a traditional 312 
disposable battery

Vista B-UP
is our Ultra Power BTE with direct 

connectivity, telecoil and a traditional 
675 disposable battery.

Vista B-PR 
is our rechargeable BTE with  

direct connectivity  
(charging case included)

Receiver-in-canal

Behind-the-ear

In-the-ear

Vista B-312 NW O
is our non-wireless omni 

ITE with a telecoil

Vista B-10 NW O
is our smallest non-wireless 
omni model with a telecoil

Vista B-312 Dir
is our wireless ITE model 
with direct connectivity
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Vista B hearing aids come with different technology levels. 
We’ll work together to choose the one that best matches 
your listening lifestyle and needs.

WHAT’S INCLUDED WHAT YOU’RE MISSING

Vista B 9 Premium performance in 7 automatic 
environments and our most 
sophisticated features that let you 
focus on speech and know where 
it’s coming from in crowds and 
background noise. Plus enjoy cues 
about where sounds come from in 
quiet as well as delightful music 
automatically.

Nothing. You’ve got 
everything you need. 

Vista B 7 Advanced performance in  
6 automatic environments with a 
great feature that will help you focus 
on speech coming from the front 
and sides in challenging situations, 
improved awareness of where 
sounds come from plus an automatic 
music program. 

The most sophisticated 
feature to focus in 
different directions in 
noisy conversations plus 
automatic adjustment for 
comfort in very high noise. 

Vista B 5 Standard performance in 4 automatic 
environments that includes a 
feature to help you to know where 
sounds are coming from in quiet 
environments. 

An advanced noise 
reduction feature to further 
enhance speech from 
the front and automatic 
engagement of a music 
program. 

Vista B 3 The essentials in 2 automatic 
environments. Limited ability 
to adjust automatically to 
accommodate multiple, complex 
listening environments. 

A binaural feature to 
minimize the impact of 
acoustic cues typically lost 
with hearing instruments.

Vista B 1 Basic performance with manual 
programs. These hearing aids are 
designed to help you hear better, 
especially in quieter environments.

Everything else. 

Vista B 9 Vista B 7 Vista B 5 Vista B 3 Vista B 1 

7 environments 6 environments 4 environments 2 environments AutoMic

Noise Conversation  
in noise

Quiet Conversation  
in a crowd

Conversation  
in noise

Music
 

Conversation  
in a small group

Conversation  
in quiet

Music Quiet Conversation  
in a crowd

Quiet
 

Conversation  
in a small group

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in a small group

Conversation  
in a crowd

Conversation  
in a crowd

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in quiet

*For the use of the Hearing Remote app, Vista hearing aids  
with Bluetooth connectivity are required.  
The Hearing Remote app works on Apple and Android smartphones.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in
the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Vista B technology levels

Remote Control

PartnerMicTV Connector

Optional accessories

Personalization

The Hearing Remote app allows you to boost 
speech or listening comfort in the moment, as 
well as select and customize pre-set programs 

designed for your life. 

And your hearing care provider can 
make adjustments remotely, so you can 
have an excellent listening experience 

without visiting their office.

Need more help in challenging listening situations like 
meetings or conversations in noise or over distance?   

Ask your hearing healthcare professional if a  
Roger™ device could be a good fit for you.  

Connections

Vista B seamlessly connects via Bluetooth®, 
so you can stream audio, calls, or digital 
assistants directly into your hearing aids, 

controlling your media with just a tap.

Hearing Remote App

•   Stream your favorite media wirelessly in stereo 
sound with the TV Connector.

•   PartnerMic is an easy-to-use lapel microphone 
ideal for one-on-one conversations.

•   Discreetly adjust volume and switch programs 
with the Remote Control. 

•   The Hearing Remote app puts easy 
personalization at your fingertips

Roger On Roger Select Roger Table Mic II
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